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Abstract. A detailed understanding of how the Antarctic ice
sheet (AIS) responds to a warming climate is needed because
it will most likely increase the rate of global mean sea level
rise. Time-variable satellite gravimetry, realized by the Grav-
ity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO)
missions, is directly sensitive to AIS mass changes. How-
ever, gravimetric mass balances are subject to two major
limitations. First, the usual correction of the glacial isostatic
adjustment (GIA) effect by modelling results is a dominant
source of uncertainty. Second, satellite gravimetry allows for
a resolution of a few hundred kilometres only, which is in-
sufficient to thoroughly explore causes of AIS imbalance.
We have overcome both limitations by the first global in-
version of data from GRACE and GRACE-FO, satellite al-
timetry (CryoSat-2), regional climate modelling (RACMO2),
and firn densification modelling (IMAU-FDM). The inver-
sion spatially resolves GIA in Antarctica independently from
GIA modelling jointly with changes of ice mass and firn air
content at 50 km resolution. We find an AIS mass balance
of −144± 27 Gt a−1 from January 2011 to December 2020.
This estimate is the same, within uncertainties, as the statis-
tical analysis of 23 different mass balances evaluated in the
Ice sheet Mass Balance Inter-comparison Exercise (IMBIE;
Otosaka et al., 2023b). The co-estimated GIA corresponds
to an integrated mass effect of 86± 21 Gt a−1 over Antarc-
tica, and it fits better with global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) results than other GIA predictions. From propagat-
ing covariances to integrals, we find a correlation coefficient
of −0.97 between the AIS mass balance and the GIA esti-

mate. Sensitivity tests with alternative input data sets lead to
results within assessed uncertainties.

1 Introduction

Satellite-based estimates of the mass balance of the Antarctic
ice sheet (AIS) allow one to quantify the response of the AIS
to global warming. Projections show that solely the AIS may
contribute between 4 and 34 cm to global mean sea level by
2100 (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021a). However, even recent mass
loss estimates of the AIS vary over a wide range, e.g. from 94
to 202 Gt a−1 over the time period 2010–2019 (Fox-Kemper
et al., 2021b). This large spread reveals a lack of knowledge
which propagates to projections.

The mass balance of an ice sheet – also referred to as
the ice mass change (IMC) of an ice sheet – is the differ-
ence of the input mass flux, i.e. mainly the accumulation
by precipitation, and the output flux, i.e. for the largest part
ice discharge and meltwater runoff into the ocean. Com-
monly, three methods are applied to determine an ice sheet’s
mass balance using satellite data: (i) the gravimetric method
deriving the mass balance from gravitational field changes
measured by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
Follow-On (GRACE-FO) satellite missions, (ii) the altimet-
ric method deriving the mass balance from surface eleva-
tion changes measured by several radar and laser altime-
ter missions while assuming a volume-to-mass conversion,
and (iii) the mass budget method deriving the mass balance
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by assessing the difference between the input and output
mass fluxes. They are derived from regional climate mod-
elling and from ice discharge estimates, which can be re-
trieved from remote-sensing satellite data and ice thickness
data. All three methods have advantages but also limita-
tions, which contribute to the large spread of estimates men-
tioned above, extensively documented elsewhere (e.g. Oto-
saka et al., 2023b, a). To summarize, method (i) has the ad-
vantage of being directly sensitive towards mass changes, but
there is the need to exclude all other sources of mass re-
distributions, which are superimposed onto the gravitational
field changes. The present-day effect due to glacial isostatic
adjustment (GIA) is the most relevant and most uncertain
(e.g. Groh and Horwath, 2021). The term present-day GIA
effect refers to the presently observable effects resulting from
the adjustment process to an isostatic state, which was in-
duced by glacial mass changes in the past. This is to be distin-
guished from effects associated with the instantaneous elas-
tic response to contemporaneous ice mass loading changes
(Thomas et al., 2011). GIA predictions for Antarctica differ
by several tens of gigatonnes per year and disagree in their
spatial patterns due to assumptions on rheology and ice load-
ing history (Whitehouse et al., 2019). Furthermore, IMC es-
timates derived from gravitational field changes usually only
allow for a spatial resolution of a few hundred kilometres.
Method (ii) has the advantage of capturing IMC with high
spatial resolution (e.g. Schröder et al., 2019), but the conver-
sion from volume changes to mass changes is based on ef-
fective density hypotheses or needs to include auxiliary data,
e.g. firn modelling results, where the uncertainties are largely
unknown. Method (iii) has the advantage of aiming to re-
solve the full mass fluxes and not only the differential signal
between input and output fluxes (Rignot et al., 2019). How-
ever, as the mass balance amounts to only less than 10 % of
the magnitude of the mass fluxes, even small errors have a
strong impact on the result. The input flux and the output
flux are each subject to an uncertainty that is on the order
of magnitude of the AIS mass balance itself (Mottram et al.,
2021).

In addition to these mass balance estimation strategies,
there are methods that combine data from satellite gravimetry
and satellite altimetry to build on the advantages of both sen-
sors. Some of the combination approaches aim to co-estimate
the GIA effect rather than using GIA modelling results to ac-
count for the GIA signal (Wahr et al., 2000; Riva et al., 2009;
Gunter et al., 2014; Martín-Español et al., 2016; Sasgen et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Engels et al., 2018; Willen et al.,
2020; Zwally et al., 2021). These regional approaches imple-
ment regional constraints to evaluate the global gravitational
fields from satellite gravimetry in a regional domain. Except
for Martín-Español et al. (2016), these approaches only al-
low a smoothed estimation of IMC with a spatial resolution
comparable to GRACE and GRACE-FO-only estimates. In
addition to these regional approaches, there are global inver-
sion approaches that co-estimate the GIA signal (Rietbroek

et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2021) by fitting prescribed GIA
spatial patterns to data or by utilizing the signal covariance
information. These approaches are limited in the sense that
the estimated GIA depends on the applied modelling output.
Hence, they fit presumably erroneous a priori information to
the input data. The approaches according to Rietbroek et al.
(2016) and Jiang et al. (2021) only allow for a basin-wise and
a smoothed estimation of AIS IMC, respectively.

Here we extend the work of Willen et al. (2022) by apply-
ing a global inversion framework with a focus on Antarctica.
We use data sets from satellite gravimetry, satellite altimetry,
and regional climate and firn modelling. The latter are used to
derive changes of the firn air content (FAC) based on the sur-
face mass balance (SMB) from a regional climate model and
firn thickness changes of a firn densification model (FDM).
This approach aims to overcome some limitations of pre-
vious combination approaches that allow us to jointly de-
termine IMC and GIA. First, it is a global framework, i.e.
no regional constraints need to be implemented, and mass
changes are parametrized across the globe. Second, the ap-
proach applies a GIA parametrization in Antarctica, utilizing
local deglaciation impulse response patterns, which are glob-
ally consistent. In principle, this GIA parametrization allows
us to spatially resolve GIA effects in Antarctica which have
not been predicted by GIA forward modelling. Third, the
IMC parametrization facilitates a spatial resolution of 50 km,
which is useful to explore AIS IMC in more detail than re-
sults from previous combination studies allow. Fourth, the
approach includes a parametrization for FAC changes, which
allows us to circumvent the implementation of a firn den-
sity. Finally, the approach enables us to incorporate the error
covariance information of all input data sets for rigorous ac-
counting of input data quality limitations. The feasibility of
the approach was demonstrated with simulation experiments
(Willen et al., 2022).

We present and analyse results from applying this ap-
proach over the 10-year observation period from Jan-
uary 2011 to December 2020 (2011–2021), during which the
following data sets are available at the same time: a satel-
lite gravimetry data product from GRACE and GRACE-FO
(ITSG-Grace2018; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2018), a satellite al-
timetry data product from CryoSat-2 (Helm et al., 2014), and
changes of FAC derived from the RACMO2.3p2 SMB (van
Wessem et al., 2018) and IMAU-FDM v1.2A (Veldhuijsen
et al., 2023). We validate the results with independent global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) data.

2 Material and methods

Our aim is to disentangle the IMC of the AIS, which is su-
perimposed with other signals in global gravitational field
changes observed by GRACE and GRACE-FO (Chen et al.,
2022). From the perspective of Antarctica, gravitational field
changes are caused by the global mass redistribution due to
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AIS IMC, GIA, and far-field effects from other mass redis-
tributions in the Earth system. We refer the reader to recent
review articles (e.g. Hanna et al., 2020; Lenaerts et al., 2019;
Whitehouse et al., 2019) for comprehensive background in-
formation on the physical processes related to mass changes
of the AIS.

2.1 Global inversion framework

We apply an updated global inversion approach from Willen
et al. (2022), which builds upon the work from Rietbroek
et al. (2016). The Supplement provides the updates we have
made to the methodology described in Willen et al. (2022) in
Sect. S1. In the following, we describe the applied inversion
methodology. For a more extensive theoretical background
and further details about the inversion setup, we refer the
reader to Willen et al. (2022) and Willen (2023).

The global fingerprint inversion from Rietbroek et al.
(2016) enables one to partition observed sea level and to
quantify the individual sea level budget components. For this
purpose, globally consistent spatial patterns of the individ-
ual budget components are derived from a priori information.
These spatial patterns serve as fingerprints in the inversion.
Scaling factors for the individual fingerprints are then com-
puted via a parameter estimation, utilizing observations from
satellite altimetry over the ocean and from satellite gravime-
try. The quality of the a priori information crucially affects
the final result. Rietbroek et al. (2016) found that the scaling
factor of the Antarctic GIA fingerprint in particular was es-
timated too low, meaning that the GIA effect determined in
Antarctica is likely unrealistic.

The inversion approach presented here is designed to re-
solve this aspect by co-estimating globally consistent AIS
IMC and GIA from gravitational field changes. However,
AIS IMC and GIA are superimposed in satellite gravime-
try observations, i.e. a spatially resolved parametrization of
these signals is strongly correlated, and a signal separation
appears challenging. For this reason, we additionally intro-
duce satellite observations from ice sheet altimetry over the
AIS, which are sensitive to these signals as well. Further-
more, we make use of products from regional climate and firn
modelling to account for ice sheet surface processes. Thus,
this work is an advancement of the work from e.g. Riva et al.
(2009), Gunter et al. (2014), Sasgen et al. (2017), and Engels
et al. (2018) into a global framework. A globally consistent
approach, however, requires a parametrization of far-field ef-
fects and cannot treat them by applying regional constraints
(Willen et al., 2020). Relevant far-field effects, from the per-
spective of Antarctica, are the following global mass redis-
tributions: (Northern Hemisphere) GIA (Caron and Ivins,
2020), IMC of the Greenland ice sheet, glacier mass changes,
and terrestrial hydrological mass changes.

We formulate the following observation equation includ-
ing three observational groups, denoted by d, and six param-

eter types, denoted by β:

 dGRAV

dAIS-ALT

dAIS-FAC

+ e =


XGRAV
GIA XGRAV

AIS-IMC 0 XGRAV
GIS-IMC XGRAV

GLAC XGRAV
HYD

XAIS-ALT
GIA XAIS-ALT

AIS-IMC XAIS-ALT
AIS-FAC 0 0 0

0 0 XAIS-FAC
AIS-FAC 0 0 0




βGIA
βAIS-IMC
βAIS-FAC
βGIS-IMC
βGLAC
βHYD

 .
(1)

The design block matrices, denoted by X, include the
parametrization; i.e. they link the observational groups and
parameter types indicated by subscripts and superscripts in
Eq. (1).

The three data sets, denoted by d , are (1) spherical har-
monic coefficients of surface density changes from gravime-
try, dGRAV; (2) a grid with surface elevation changes of the
AIS, dAIS-ALT; and (3) a grid with changes of the FAC of
the AIS, dAIS-FAC. The grid definition is chosen accord-
ing to the grounded part of the AIS and peripheral glaciers
from Mouginot et al. (2017). The six parameter types are (1)
GIA, βGIA; (2) ice mass changes of the Antarctic ice sheet,
βAIS-IMC; (3) changes of the firn air content of the Antarctic
ice sheet, βAIS-FAC; (4) ice mass changes of the Greenland
ice sheet, βGIS-IMC; (5) ice mass changes of glaciers outside
Antarctica and Greenland, βGLAC; and (6) mass changes of
non-glaciated water on the continent (e.g. groundwater, sur-
face water), here referred to as hydrological mass changes,
βHYD.

Here, our intentional goal is the incorporation of error co-
variance information, which is a more rigorous approach to
address the observational errors than minimizing error effects
in the data sets by filtering. Furthermore, the large-scale fin-
gerprints are not sensitive to small-scale errors, such as the
typical GRACE and GRACE-FO stripe patterns. The error
covariance matrix, C(d), of the observations is

C(d)=

C(dGRAV) 0 0
0 C(dAIS-ALT) 0
0 0 C(dAIS-FAC)

 . (2)

We introduce a GIA parametrization in XGRAV
GIA and

XAIS-ALT
GIA to account for GIA effects in Antarctica and for

GIA effects outside Antarctica. In Antarctica, we implement
globally consistent GIA fingerprints calculated in response to
local deglaciation impulses. These impulse response patterns
are generated using the GIA modelling software SELEN4

(Spada and Melini, 2019) and enable us to capture GIA ef-
fects independently from GIA forward models with an effec-
tive spatial resolution of∼ 450 km (Willen et al., 2022). This
parametrization does not imply a particular spatial ice load-
ing history that would predetermine the spatial occurrence of
present-day GIA effects.

An exception to forward-model independent GIA
parametrization is made on the Antarctic Peninsula. From
our validation experiments, we found that we were not
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able to retrieve reasonable GIA results for the northern part
of the Antarctic Peninsula (Graham Land). We attribute
this mainly to the insufficient quality of surface elevation
changes derived from radar altimetry here (e.g. Schröder
et al., 2019). In turn, the significant misfit between GRACE
and GRACE-FO products and CryoSat-2 products is cap-
tured by an unphysical GIA signal. This is also the case for
other inverse GIA estimates (e.g. Gunter et al., 2014; Engels
et al., 2018; Willen et al., 2020). To prevent an unphysical
GIA, we decided not to co-estimate GIA in this particular
region. We did not include local GIA patterns on the
peninsula in our local GIA pattern parametrization. Instead,
we approached the GIA effect here by a global GIA model
result, which was then subtracted from the observations. We
modelled the GIA effect with an ICE-6G ice history that
solely exists in the Graham Land region by using SELEN4

(Spada and Melini, 2019). Figure S1 illustrates the modified
GIA parametrization with the Antarctic Peninsula GIA
pattern. Admittedly, this GIA pattern has strong limitations
in representing the true GIA effect in this region. The
upper-mantle viscosity is found to be low here (Nield et al.,
2014; Samrat et al., 2021; Ivins et al., 2021). We therefore
expect that GIA response timescales are similar to those
in the Amundsen Sea Embayment region. This means that
the applied pattern (Fig. S1) will only allow an incomplete
representation of the actual GIA and will not resolve GIA
effects induced by load changes over the last few centuries.
Nevertheless, we argue that this methodological adjustment
allows us to, at least, limit the bias to the entire Antarctic
GIA estimate.

Outside Antarctica (“far-field”), we use four globally con-
sistent GIA fingerprints generated with regionally tailored
ice loading histories for Greenland, Laurentia, Fennoscan-
dia, and other regions (e.g. Patagonia, Barents Sea, and Kara
Sea) similarly to Rietbroek et al. (2016). Each fingerprint
is modelled with SELEN4 (Spada and Melini, 2019) us-
ing an ICE-6G ice history and VM5a rheology. Addition-
ally, we include two GIA fingerprints to capture a potential
residual rotational feedback signal given by GIA modelling
limitations attributed to an erroneous lower-mantle viscosity
(Caron et al., 2018; Willen et al., 2022).

The parametrization of Antarctic ice mass changes in the
case of altimetry observations, XAIS-ALT

AIS-IMC, is realized by link-
ing the IMC in a grid cell with its corresponding surface el-
evation change. This involves, on the one hand, the elevation
change associated with a volume change of pure ice (assum-
ing a density of 917 kg m−3) and, on the other hand, the el-
evation change caused by the elastic deformation due to the
mass change. The latter is obtained while generating the IMC
parametrization of the gravimetry observations. XGRAV

AIS-IMC is
created by assuming a point mass change in the centre of
each grid cell. We represent this point mass change by a set
of spherical harmonic coefficients (Pollack, 1973). The sea
level response of each (ice) point mass change is calculated
by solving the sea level equation (Farrell and Clark, 1976;

Blewitt and Clarke, 2003; Clarke et al., 2005). The point
mass change together with its sea level response is the glob-
ally consistent fingerprint of the ice mass change in each grid
cell. The elastic deformation effect of this point mass change
is co-calculated when solving the sea level equation and then
implemented in XAIS-ALT

AIS-IMC.
Since the grid definitions of the observations and of the

parameters are identical, XAIS-ALT
AIS-FAC and XAIS-FAC

AIS-FAC are identity
matrices. The change in FAC is mapped one-to-one in the al-
timetry observations. Note that the surface elevation changes
observed by satellite altimetry are parametrized in two parts:
the first part is the elevation change associated with ice den-
sity and the related elastic deformation, and the second part
is the change in FAC.

The gravitational field changes include, as mentioned
above, far-field effects (far-field from the perspective of
Antarctic mass changes). To take these into account, we in-
troduce GIA parameters to account for GIA effects from out-
side Antarctica, as mentioned above. Furthermore, we intro-
duce parameters for glacier mass changes, βGLAC, and for
continental hydrology mass changes, βHYD. The matrices
XGRAV

GIS-IMC, XGRAV
GLAC, and XGRAV

HYD link observed surface density
changes with IMC of the GIS, glaciers, and hydrology, re-
spectively. Glacier mass changes and continental hydrology
mass changes are parametrized with 68 and 60 globally con-
sistent fingerprints, respectively (updated according to Ueb-
bing et al., 2019). We extend the hydrology parametrization
with a fingerprint to capture the residual hydrological mass
change signal over the continents which is not resolved by the
applied hydrology parametrization (see Sect. S1 in the Sup-
plement). The parametrization of IMC in Greenland applies
16 fingerprints for the eight drainage basins of the Greenland
ice sheet (Zwally et al., 2012). For this purpose, each basin
is divided into a part below and above 2000 m surface eleva-
tion, which leads to a total of 16 sub-basins. The mass change
of each sub-basin is not assumed to be uniform. Instead, a
more realistic mass change pattern within each sub-basin is
chosen based on mean rates of surface elevation changes de-
rived from CryoSat-2 satellite altimetry (updated according
to Helm et al., 2014). The globally consistent mass change
pattern (fingerprint) of each sub-basin is calculated by solv-
ing the sea level equation.

The parameters are estimated by generalized least-squares
adjustment (e.g. Koch, 1999). We apply a variance compo-
nent estimation to further optimize the estimates by a rela-
tive weighting of the uncertainty information of the three ob-
servational groups gravimetry, altimetry, and FAC changes
(Sect. S2). Additionally, we implement a Tikhonov regular-
ization of the Antarctic GIA parameters to prevent unphysi-
cal GIA results due to limitations of the error covariances of
the input data sets (Sect. S3). We solve the following regu-
larized normal equations:

β̂ = (N+9T9)−1n and C(β̂)= σ 2(N+9T9)−1, (3)
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where β̂ is the estimated parameters and C(β̂) is the corre-
sponding covariance matrix. N is the normal equation matrix,
n is the right-hand side, and 9 is the regularization matrix
(Tikhonov et al., 1995). We determine the degree of regu-
larization using the L-curve criterion (Hansen, 2001). Sec-
tions S1–S3 of the Supplement include further details about
the implemented parameter estimation strategy and closed-
loop simulation results to justify the regularization. Further-
more, Sect. S3.2 in the Supplement provides information on
how we choose the preferred inversion solution presented in
Sect. 3.

2.2 Data sets

The observations, denoted by d , are mean rates accord-
ing to the time period from January 2011 until Decem-
ber 2020 (10 years). We use the gravitational field changes
ITSG-Grace2018 (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2018; Kvas et al.,
2019), which are GRACE and GRACE-FO Level-2 products
provided as monthly sets of spherical harmonic coefficients
up to degree 96 without any GIA correction. We express the
gravitational field changes as mass changes in a spherical
layer, termed surface density changes (Wahr et al., 1998).
These Level-2 products have a low noise level compared to
other products and at the same time almost completely retain
the signal (Ditmar, 2022). The gravitational fields are com-
plemented by degree-1 products derived according to Sun
et al. (2016). c20 coefficients, and c30 coefficients in the case
of GRACE-FO and GRACE accelerometer failures, are re-
placed with satellite laser ranging products (Loomis et al.,
2020). We do not apply any filter to the gravitational fields.
It should be noted that GRACE and GRACE-FO Level-3
products, e.g. mascon solutions, are not suitable for the in-
vestigation presented here due to the following reasons: (1)
mascon solutions are already corrected for the GIA effect,
i.e. this GIA correction would have to be back-processed; (2)
the globally consistent parametrization cannot be applied to
Level-3 data and would have to be completely re-developed;
and (3) the rigorous propagation of covariance information
would not be possible unless it were available along with the
Level-3 products.

The surface elevation changes are derived from updated
CryoSat-2 products according to Helm et al. (2014). Finally,
the FAC changes are derived from the RACMO2.3p2 SMB
product (van Wessem et al., 2018) and the IMAU-FDMv1.2A
firn thickness change product (Veldhuijsen et al., 2023). Sur-
face elevation and FAC changes are resampled to a grid of
50 km× 50 km by averaging over a grid cell.

The uncertainty characterization follows Willen et al.
(2022). C(dGRAV) is derived from normal equations pro-
vided along with the ITSG-Grace2018 gravitational field
products. The degree-1 uncertainty is characterized anal-
ogously to Willen et al. (2022) based on a degree-1 en-
semble over the period under investigation. In the case of
C(dAIS-ALT) and C(dAIS-FAC), we base the uncertainty char-

acterization on ensembles of surface height rates and FAC
rates. The ensemble of altimetry-derived surface elevation
changes is based on surface elevation rates derived with
altimetry processing techniques, commonly denoted as re-
trackers, “EWIDTH”, “ICE1”, “OCOG”, and “TFMRA”. We
do not include retrackers in the ensemble that are known to
lead to elevation changes with poor quality. The uncertainty
characterization of FAC is based on mean rate differences of
cumulated surface mass balance anomalies derived from the
regional climate models RACMO2.3p2 (van Wessem et al.,
2018) and MARv3.11 (Kittel et al., 2021). Mottram et al.
(2021) showed striking differences between products of these
two climate models indicating systematic errors. To avoid ar-
tificial downweighting of the FAC information within the in-
version by too-conservative uncertainties, we limited the dif-
ference between MARv3 and RACMO2. We specified that
the magnitude of the mean rate difference between RACMO2
and MARv3 of 1 pixel should not be greater than the mean
rate magnitude derived from RACMO2 for this pixel. Thus,
we set a threshold of 100 % for the maximum deviation in
the ensemble of mean rate differences.

2.3 Assessment methods

We use three approaches to assess the quality and soundness
of the results obtained with the described methodology: (1)
we compare the resulting GIA estimates with independent
data derived from GNSS observations, (2) we compare the
Antarctic GIA result with results from an alternative inverse
approach as well as from forward modelling, and (3) we per-
form sensitivity tests with alternative input data sets.

In Assessment (1), we use preliminary results from a con-
sistent analysis of more than 270 GNSS stations distributed
over the entirety of Antarctica. This analysis has been ac-
complished in the frame of the SCAR-endorsed Geodynam-
ics In ANTarctica based on REprocessing GNSS dAta Initia-
tive (GIANT-REGAIN; Buchta et al., 2022). Figure S8 illus-
trates the locations of the GNSS sites. GIA-related bedrock
motion rates from the GNSS data are compared with bedrock
motion rates from the inversion results. The bedrock mo-
tion time series from the GNSS data are corrected for elas-
tic deformation effects of the solid Earth due to the IMC
during the observation period of each GNSS site. We deter-
mine the IMC using the surface elevation change time se-
ries derived from satellite altimetry (Nilsson et al., 2022)
and from the firn model IMAU-FDM (Veldhuijsen et al.,
2023). Based on these IMCs, we calculate the elastic-related
(vertical) bedrock motion by using the Green’s function ap-
proach in the spatial domain (Farrell, 1972). We use load
Love numbers derived from the preliminary reference Earth
model (PREM; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). The elastic
bedrock motion effect, which is part of the observed surface
elevation changes (Nilsson et al., 2022), is accounted for by
assuming it to be −1.5 % of the altimetry-derived surface el-
evation change (Riva et al., 2009). It has to be emphasized
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Figure 1. Mean rates of data sets for the time period January 2011–December 2020. (a) GRACE and GRACE-FO-derived surface density
rate using ITSG-Grace2018 monthly gravitational fields (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2018) (no filter applied). (b) CryoSat-2-derived surface elevation
rate updated according to Helm et al. (2014). (c) Thickness change of firn air content (FAC) derived from RACMO2 SMB (van Wessem
et al., 2018) and IMAU-FDM (Veldhuijsen et al., 2023).

that the comparison of our GIA estimates with those inferred
from GNSS serves only the purpose of an independent as-
sessment and that this data set is not part of the inversion
framework. We calculate the weighted root-mean-square dif-
ference (WRMSD) between the GNSS-derived rates and
those from the inversion results (INV), as done by Gunter
et al. (2014):

WRMSD=

√√√√√∑
wi

(
ḣGIA
i,INV− ḣ

GIA
i,GNSS

)2

∑
wi

, (4)

with the weight, w, for each GNSS site, i, as

wi =
1

σ 2
i,INV+ σ

2
i,GNSS

. (5)

σ indicates the uncertainty (standard deviation) of the es-
timated rate. We derive σ 2

i,INV from C(β̂) (Eq. 3). We obtain
σ 2
i,GNSS from the GNSS processing, and we additionally as-

sume 10 % of the estimated elastic deformation as its uncer-
tainty.

In Assessment (2), we compare the Antarctic GIA esti-
mate to the modelling result from Caron et al. (2018) and
to the regional inverse estimate from Engels et al. (2018).
Caron et al. (2018) modelled the present-day GIA effect
based on assumptions on the ice loading history and the
solid Earth’s rheology. They applied a Bayesian inversion
approach to find a best-fit GIA model with GNSS observa-
tions as well as relative sea level records. This framework
includes GNSS observations also in Antarctica from Blewitt
et al. (2016). Engels et al. (2018) used a similar data-driven
approach, as presented here, to isolate the GIA effect from
satellite gravimetry and satellite altimetry. However, the ap-
proach is a regional approach, as it regionally constrains GIA
by calibrating interim results over a low-precipitation zone.
Furthermore, it differs from the result presented here, as it

utilizes input data from GRACE and ICESat over the time
period February 2003 to October 2009. Engels et al. (2018)
incorporated GNSS observations within the estimation pro-
cedure to justify parametrization choices, thus making this
approach not fully independent from GNSS observations.

For Assessment (3), we run sensitivity tests by using al-
ternative input data sets for the inversion. We use surface
elevation changes from Nilsson et al. (2022) as an alterna-
tive altimetry product. During the investigated time period,
the input data to this alternative product are predominantly
from CryoSat-2. The ICESat-2 observations included start
only in October 2018. Envisat observations are not included
for periods later than September 2010, that is, not included
in the period considered here. Although dominated by the
CryoSat-2 input, the alternative surface elevation change es-
timates by Nilsson et al. (2022) result from a different pro-
cessing scheme and include data from one alternative altime-
try mission to some extent. The uncertainty information pro-
vided along with the surface elevation time series from Nils-
son et al. (2022) is less comprehensive than our error charac-
terization for CryoSat-2 products. Since the data set is largely
based on CryoSat-2 data during our investigation period, we
consider it reasonable to assume the same uncertainty infor-
mation as we use for the CryoSat-2-only data set (Sect. 2.2).
Moreover, we test the sensitivity of the results to an FAC
variant by exchanging RACMO2.3p2 SMB with MARv3.11
SMB. Since our ensemble for error characterization was cre-
ated from differences between MARv3 and RACMO2 SMB,
we assume the same uncertainty information as we apply for
FAC changes based on RACMO2.3p2 SMB. In the case of
gravitational field products, we use solutions from the Cen-
tre for Space Research of the University of Texas at Austin,
CSR RL06.1 products (Pie et al., 2021). For CSR RL06, the
predecessor of CSR RL06.1, Ditmar (2022) found the lowest
noise level among the Science Data System (SDS) solutions
and fair signal retainment. Nevertheless, the noise level of
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CSR RL06.1 is higher than in ITSG-Grace2018 gravitational
fields (Fig. S9d). Full error covariance information, likewise
with ITSG-Grace2018, is not provided as a standard product
along with CSR RL06.1 products. Pragmatically, we assume
ITSG-Grace2018 uncertainty information for CSR RL06.1
gravitational fields here by accepting that the sensitivity test
is inconsistent to some extent. Figure S9 provides maps of
the alternative input data sets and differences from the input
data sets described in Sect. 2.2.

3 Results

Figure 2 illustrates the following results from the preferred
inversion solution where we apply a regularization param-
eter of ε = 0.3: the Antarctic GIA-related bedrock motion
(Fig. 2a), the IMC of the AIS expressed in terms of surface
density change (Fig. 2b), and the estimated thickness change
of FAC (Fig. 2c). Figure 2d–f show the associated 2σ uncer-
tainties derived from C(β̂) (Eq. 3). We intentionally show in
Fig. 2a the present-day GIA effect in terms of surface density
changes, rather than smoother geoid height changes as shown
elsewhere (Jiang et al., 2021; Sasgen et al., 2017), in order to
demonstrate the limits of the spatial resolution of present-day
GIA effects with the inverse approach applied here.

The integrated values are 86± 21, −144± 27 Gt a−1, and
13± 18 km3 a−1 in the case of AIS GIA, AIS IMC, and
AIS FAC, respectively (Table 1). We quantify the appar-
ent mass effect of GIA in order to demonstrate the effect
that GIA-induced gravitational field changes would have on
gravimetry-only ice mass balance estimates. This quantifi-
cation depends on the adopted method to infer ice mass
changes from gravitational field changes. Here we convert
GIA-related gravitational field changes to equivalent surface
mass density changes, as we do with gravimetry observations
(Sect. 2.2; Wahr et al., 1998; Vishwakarma et al., 2022). Sub-
sequently, we integrate over the ice sheet region extended by
a 400 km buffer zone. Note that different methodologies of
gravimetric IMC inferences would imply different ways of
integrating the GIA-equivalent surface mass density change
(Döhne et al., 2023) and that our adopted scheme is not used
for our actual IMC estimates but exclusively for expressing
our estimated GIA signals in terms of an integrated mass ef-
fect. Figure S7 illustrates the Antarctic integrals for all reg-
ularization parameters. The FAC change integrated over the
AIS is −4 and 13 km3 a−1 for the input data and the esti-
mate of the preferred inversion solution, respectively. Thus,
the input value is still within a 2σ uncertainty interval of the
estimate (± 18 km3 a−1). In view of the uncertainty, it is not
possible to conclude whether the mean FAC rate for the en-
tire grounded AIS is positive or negative during the 10-year
time interval.

In summary we find the following spatial features of IMC:
prominent negative IMCs are evident in the Amundsen Sea
region, in the Getz Ice Shelf region, and at the Totten and

Denman glaciers (Wilkes Land). Positive IMCs were de-
tected at Kamb Ice Stream, Ellsworth Land, Dronning Maud
Land, Enderby Land, and to some extent Terre Adélie (cf.
Fig. 4a for geographical names). Note that already the input
data sets consistently reveal these spatial features for a large
part (Fig. 1), and the spatial pattern of the altimetry-derived
mean rates (Fig. 1b) basically determines the spatial pattern
of the determined AIS IMC (Fig. 2a). The spatial pattern of
FAC change, which enters the inversion as an input data set,
is for a large part identical to the pattern of FAC change that
is estimated.

For Assessment (1) of these results (Sect. 2.3), Fig. 3 pro-
vides a spatial comparison of the estimated GIA bedrock
motion of the preferred inversion solution and the GNSS-
derived bedrock motion rates. The WRMSD (Eq. 4) is
4.9 mm a−1. For Assessment (2), Fig. 4 illustrates maps of
the GIA estimate from the preferred inversion in compari-
son with the GIA results from Caron et al. (2018) and Engels
et al. (2018).

In agreement between the GIA result of the preferred in-
version solution and the alternative GIA inverse estimate
from Engels et al. (2018) (Fig. 4b) and the optimized forward
modelling result from Caron et al. (2018) (Fig. 4d) is the
bedrock uplift in Ellsworth Land, and somewhat in the Ross
Ice Shelf region, the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf region, and
Wilkes Land (cf. Fig. 4a for geographical names). However,
there are differences in the determined magnitudes (Fig. 4c
and e). The comparison reveals some common features of
the inverse estimates (Fig. 4b; Engels et al., 2018) that are
not found in the forward modelling result (Fig. 4d; Caron
et al., 2018). These are the bedrock uplift in the Amundsen
Sea region, the bedrock uplift in the Transantarctic Moun-
tains, and the bedrock subsidence in the Kamb Ice Stream
area. However, between the two GIA inverse estimates the
local magnitudes and the spatial assignments of features dif-
fer (Fig. 4c). The bedrock subsidence indicated by the pre-
ferred inversion solution in Dronning Maud Land and Terre
Adélie is not part of the GIA results reported by Engels et al.
(2018) and Caron et al. (2018). Engels et al. (2018) identified
GIA-induced bedrock subsidence at the Antarctic Peninsula
and in the Getz Ice Shelf region that is not part of the GIA
estimate of the preferred inversion solution and of the GIA
forward modelling result (Caron et al., 2018).

The WRMSD (Eq. 4) between GNSS observations and the
GIA estimate from the preferred inversion solution (Fig. 3),
from Engels et al. (2018), and from Caron et al. (2018) is
5.3, 6.8, and 6.6 mm a−1, respectively. Note that we trans-
ferred the GIA-related surface density change from Engels
et al. (2018) and Caron et al. (2018) to bedrock motion
using a GIA density mask similar to that of Gunter et al.
(2014). These three WRMSDs do not include any weight for
GIA-related uncertainties but only include weight for GNSS-
related uncertainties, because there is no consistent GIA un-
certainty information for the three GIA estimates available.
By not including the GIA uncertainty in the weights, we en-
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Figure 2. Maps of Antarctica illustrating the estimates of (a) vertical bedrock motion due to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), (b) surface
density change due to ice mass change (IMC) of the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS), and (c) the thickness change of the firn air content (FAC)
derived from the preferred inversion solution. Panels (d)–(f) show each of the 2σ uncertainties, respectively. Units indicated for (d)–(f) apply
columnwise to (a)–(c).

Table 1. Comparison of integrated GIA mass effect in Antarctica (Antarctic GIA), integrated ice mass change of the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS
IMC), and firn air content volume change of the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS FAC) that result from the sensitivity tests using alternative input
data sets. The “preferred solution” data set shows results from the preferred inversion solution based on ITSG-Grace2018 gravitational fields,
CryoSat-2-derived surface elevation changes, SMB from RACMO2.3p2, and firn thickness changes from IMAU-FDM. The “alt_JPL” data
set is based on surface elevation changes from Nilsson et al. (2022). The “smb_MAR” data set uses FAC changes derived from MARv3.11
SMB (Kittel et al., 2021). The “grav_CSR_ITSG_err” data set utilizes gravitational fields from CSR RL06.1 (Pie et al., 2021) and includes
the uncertainty information from ITSG-Grace2018. Values in parantheses show the deviation from the “preferred solution” result (first row).
Indicated uncertainties are 2σ values derived from Eq. (3). Figure 5 provides maps of the sensitivity results.

Antarctic GIA AIS IMC AIS FAC
in Gt a−1 in Gt a−1 in km3 a−1

preferred solution 86± 21 −144± 27 13± 18

alt_JPL 101± 21 −162± 26 9± 18
(+15) (−19) (−4)

smb_MAR 85± 22 −142± 28 −1± 25
(−1) (+1) (−14)

grav_CSR_ITSG_err 61± 32 −113± 45 9± 25
(−25) (+30) (−4)

sure that all three GIA models are treated equally for com-
parison with the GNSS. For this reason the WRMSD values
differ from the WRMSD values given above and from the
values illustrated in Fig. S5.

For Assessment (3), Fig. 5 provide maps of the sensitiv-
ity test results in Antarctica. Differences between integrated
results from the preferred inversion solution and integrated
results from the sensitivity tests are smaller than the esti-
mated 2σ uncertainties. Table 1 summarizes the results of
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Figure 3. Assessment (1): comparison of GIA-related bedrock mo-
tion at GNSS sites from the preferred inversion solution (a), from
GNSS observations (b), and the difference between both (c).

Figure 4. Assessment (2): the GIA-related surface density rate
from the preferred inversion solution (a), from Engels et al. (2018)
(b), and from Caron et al. (2018) (d). The deviation of the latter
two from the preferred inversion solution is illustrated in (c) and
(e), respectively. The integrated GIA mass effects are 86 Gt a−1

(a), 146 Gt a−1 (b), and 117 Gt a−1 (d) using a 400 km offshore
buffer zone (Gunter et al., 2014). In (a) the following geographical
names are labelled: Amundsen Sea region (ASR), Antarctic Penin-
sula (APIS), Dronning Maud Land (DML), Ellsworth Land (EL),
Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS), Getz Ice Shelf (GIS), Graham
Land (GL), Kamb Ice Stream (KIS), Ross Ice Shelf (RIS), Terre
Adélie (TA), Transantarctic Mountains (TM), and Wilkes Land
(WL).

the sensitivity tests. Integrated values of the Antarctic GIA
mass effect, the AIS IMC, and the change in FAC are com-
pared. In each experiment, one of the three data sets has been
substituted by an alternative data product.

4 Discussion

4.1 Assessment and comparison

The AIS mass balance of −144± 27 Gt a−1 (2011–2021)
from the preferred inversion solution is in the range from
−94 to −202 Gt a−1 (2010–2019) given in the Sixth As-
sessment Report of the IPCC (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021b).
Our estimated AIS contribution to global mean sea level for

Figure 5. Assessment (3): results from sensitivity tests using al-
ternative input data sets (Fig. S9). The first row (a–c) shows the
results from the preferred inversion result (Fig. 3). The second row
(d–f) shows the differences between the inversion results and the
first row where the surface elevation rate from Nilsson et al. (2022)
(Fig. S9b) is used (test result minus preferred inversion solution).
Similarly, the third row (g–i) and fourth row (j–l) show differences
from the inversion results with MARv3.11 SMB data (Kittel et al.,
2021; Fig. S9c) and CSR RL06.1 gravitational fields (Pie et al.,
2021; Fig. S9a), respectively.

2011–2021 is 0.40± 0.07 mm a−1. This is very close to the
result from the most recent Ice sheet Mass Balance Inter-
comparison Exercise (IMBIE) study (Otosaka et al., 2023b)
at 0.40± 0.09 mm a−1 for the same decade. It is worth not-
ing that the Antarctic result from Otosaka et al. (2023b) is
based on a total of 23 different ice mass balance estimates.
The estimated integrated GIA effect of 86± 21 Gt a−1 is at
the upper limit of integrated values presented by Whitehouse
et al. (2019) and Shepherd et al. (2018) but lower than the
results by Caron et al. (2018) and Engels et al. (2018). The
stated uncertainties are also plausible. The differences of the
sensitivity results from the reference result of the Antarctic-
wide integrated values are always smaller than the 2σ uncer-
tainties derived from the estimate (Table 1). From this, we
conclude that the accuracy of the presented integrated results
is sound.
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As described in Sect. 3, the comparison of the preferred
solution with alternative GIA results reveals some similar-
ities but also prominent differences. The GIA result of the
preferred solution fits better to GNSS observations than the
GIA solutions by Engels et al. (2018) and Caron et al. (2018)
(Fig. 4). However, GNSS-derived bedrock motion is only
available for some parts of the Antarctic continent. The com-
parison is therefore always subject to the asymmetry given
by the spatial coverage of GNSS data. In addition, the GIA
result of the preferred solution significantly underestimates
the bedrock uplift observed with GNSS in the Amundsen Sea
region (Fig. 3c), which is presumably more realistically im-
aged in the result by Engels et al. (2018).

Other data combination approaches, which aim to estimate
present-day GIA effects, found significant GIA-induced
bedrock subsidence in the Getz Ice Shelf region. Such sub-
sidence is apparent in the GIA estimates according to Sas-
gen et al. (2017), Engels et al. (2018) (somewhat offshore
in Fig. 4b), and Riva et al. (2009) (clipped by the choice of
the colour bar limits in Fig. 3a in Riva et al., 2009, but visi-
ble in Fig. 2f in Martín-Español et al., 2016). Before we im-
plemented the IMC and FAC parametrization in the periph-
eral glacier regions, we also obtained this negative anomaly
(Fig. 6.3 in Willen, 2023). This negative GIA anomaly van-
ishes by extending the IMC and FAC parametrization to in-
clude the peripheral glacier regions.

4.2 Methodological implications

In simulation experiments by Willen et al. (2022), GIA could
be spatially resolved without filtering or regularization. This
requires profound knowledge about error covariances of the
input data sets. We find that the used error covariances of the
available input data sets (Fig. S12) are limited, and it is not
useful to determine realistic Antarctic GIA effects (Fig. S6d
and g) solely by relying on the error covariance information.
In particular, Fig. S12e illustrates that the error character-
ization of the altimetry trends, based on a data processing
ensemble, leads to the result that the errors are strongly cor-
related on a continental scale; i.e. they represent a bias. It is
realistic that the error covariance information comprises bi-
ases, but whether we capture them sufficiently remains ques-
tionable. Note that it is not possible to account for locally or
regionally limited errors by including these continental-scale
error patterns in the parameter estimation.

However, with further simulations (Sect. S3.1) we demon-
strated that a regularization can help to somewhat compen-
sate this lack of knowledge and that it is possible to derive
physically plausible results, especially in terms of integrated
values (Fig. S3). Note that the found regularization optimum
from the simulations cannot be applied to define the regu-
larization parameter in the real-data case. This parameter is
defined by the L-curve criterion discussed in the next para-
graph. The simulation demonstrates that the noise level of
the results is high, especially in the case of IMC (Fig. S4k).

Applying the regularization to Antarctic GIA parameters and
neglecting correlated errors of the input data sets are the main
methodological limitations of the work presented here. In
order to spatially resolve GIA independently from forward
models, we need to accept for the moment an enhanced sen-
sitivity towards input data errors.

For the results presented here, we can avoid classical filter-
ing of the input data, such as Gaussian smoothing or decor-
relation filtering (e.g. Swenson and Wahr, 2006) in the case
of GRACE and GRACE-FO data, as it has been done in
other data combination studies (e.g. Gunter et al., 2014). It
is not necessary to equalize the spatial resolution of the data
sets prior to the joint inversion; i.e. we can avoid coarsen-
ing the spatial resolution of the input data sets. As discussed
above, we implement a regularization of the Antarctic GIA
parameters to prevent dominant spatial oscillations that oth-
erwise appear in the GIA result and cannot be physically
justified (Fig. S6). Like Gaussian filtering, regularization is
methodologically less advanced than capturing errors by in-
cluding the error covariance information. Nevertheless, we
can justify the choice of a regularization parameter of ε = 0.3
(the amount of damping) with two arguments in the real-
data case. First, it can be justified by the L-curve criterion
(Fig. S5a). Second, the bend in the L-curve coincides with
inversion solutions that show the smallest deviation from in-
dependent GNSS observations in terms of WRSMD (Eq. 4).
Despite the regularization, the GIA result of the preferred in-
version solution shows spatial oscillations (Fig. 2a), which
are anticorrelated to the IMC result to some degree (Figs. 2b,
S14).

The implemented hydrological residual fingerprint
(Fig. S2) allows us to capture possible far-field effects
due to the limitations imposed by the imperfect hydrology
parametrization. Evaluated over the Antarctic continent
with a 400 km buffer zone, the integrated mass effect of the
hydrological residual fingerprint amounts to −7.4 Gt a−1.
Nevertheless, applying this fingerprint could be only an
interim solution that we use here in an Antarctica-focused
study. As soon as an improved globally consistent hydrology
parametrization is available, this caveat can be remedied.

4.3 Interpretation

4.3.1 GIA estimate in East Antarctica

Limitations in spatially resolving GIA in Antarctica are in-
dicated by the anticorrelation of some patterns of the IMC
result and the GIA results (Figs. 2a and b, S13 and S14). For
East Antarctica (with its rheology favouring GIA response
times of millennia), we do not expect such anticorrelation
for the actual signal of IMC and GIA, because such anti-
correlation would require an associated correlation between
patterns of deglaciation on millennial timescales and present-
day IMC. Rather, the resolved GIA and IMC patterns in East
Antarctica (Fig. 2a and b) indicate spatial error patterns prop-
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agated from the input data (Figs. 1a and b, S11e, 5). The sen-
sitivity experiments (Assessment 3) show that the GIA sig-
nal in Terre Adélie and Wilkes Land (Fig. 4) depends on the
choice of the altimetry product. In Wilkes Land it also de-
pends significantly on the choice of the gravimetry product.
This is obviously due to the non-consideration of correlated
errors within the parameter estimation. Moreover, the simu-
lation experiments (Sect. S3.1), where we test the regulariza-
tion of Antarctic GIA, reveal that correlated altimetry errors
are obviously reflected in the GIA and IMC result (Fig. S4j
and k). This is also evident from the larger RMSE we find
for AIS IMC than for the experiment where we have full
knowledge of error covariance information. Nevertheless, the
integral is very close to the simulated truth. From this we
conclude that the preferred inversion solution still contains
GIA and IMC patterns, which are artefacts due to data qual-
ity limitations rather than resolved physical GIA and IMC
signals. This means one should be cautious when interpret-
ing the short-scale spatial GIA patterns in East Antarctica
by physical means. Nevertheless, predictions from GIA for-
ward modelling disagree here, too, because there is a lack of
knowledge in ice loading history and the rheological struc-
ture (Whitehouse et al., 2019). Given this, it is currently
challenging to ascertain how significant the identified spa-
tial patterns of GIA-related bedrock motion in the interior of
East Antarctica are in terms of physics. This implies that we
cannot decide how useful our East Antarctic GIA estimate is
as boundary information for testing glacial histories or rheo-
logical models. Nevertheless, the integrated values from the
GIA estimate and thus the large-scale effects may hold some
promise for this task. Measurements of the bedrock motion
beneath the East Antarctic ice sheet would be helpful as in-
dependent information.

4.3.2 GIA estimate in West Antarctica

The spatial resolution capability of the chosen parametriza-
tion is, in a best case, based on reasonable physics. However,
if the parametrization is at a finer resolution than the resolu-
tion capability of the data allows, this leads to overfitting in
the inversion. Willen et al. (2022) demonstrated that the GIA
parametrization applied here, which was chosen in agree-
ment with the spatial resolving capability of solely GRACE
and GRACE-FO data, is not able to resolve GIA effects as-
sociated with low upper-mantle viscosity and ice loading
changes over the last few centuries. Such GIA effects, as pos-
tulated for the Antarctic Peninsula and the Amundsen Sea re-
gion (Nield et al., 2014; Barletta et al., 2018; Samrat et al.,
2021), require a spatial resolution capability of ∼ 100 km
(gravitational fields up to degree ∼ 200). The GNSS com-
parison with the GIA result of the preferred inversion so-
lution illustrates the apparently limited GIA imaging capa-
bility within the Amundsen Sea region (Fig. 3). Further-
more, the regularization dampens the GIA signal. In sum-
mary, with the inversion approach presented here, we are not

able to fully spatially resolve GIA effects associated with
low upper-mantle viscosity. What we present here is de facto
a smoothed version of the true GIA signal. For compara-
tive studies with forward modelling results that aim to repre-
sent the realistic rheological structure in West Antarctica, the
comparison of smoothed results could at least help to con-
strain the parameter space. A high-resolution observation-
based determination of GIA in this region remains a task
for future work. This holds for the Antarctic Peninsula, too,
where the GIA result presented here equals a classical GIA
modelling result as described in Sect. 2.1.

4.3.3 IMC estimate

The spatial patterns of IMC are essentially determined by
satellite altimetry (Sect. 2.2), which enables the high spa-
tial resolution based on the selected parametrization. It is
noteworthy that this IMC estimate was determined consis-
tently globally and reconciles GRACE and GRACE-FO and
CryoSat-2 observations in a least-squares sense. Satellite
gravimetry and altimetry are traditionally used separately to
determine IMC and have differed significantly in IMBIE as-
sessments (Otosaka et al., 2023b). The result presented here
is also in excellent agreement with the estimate from the sta-
tistical analysis of 23 different mass balances assessed in
IMBIE. This lends confidence to our results and, hence, to
the applied method. However, it is noteworthy that, as men-
tioned in Sect. 4.3.1, the spatial IMC features are partly an-
ticorrelated with some of the found GIA features which we
deem unphysical. This is also reflected in the results of the
sensitivity experiments (Fig. 5). This means that not all re-
solved spatial patterns can be interpreted as IMC. Based on
the sensitivity experiments, we conclude that the stated un-
certainty of 27 Gt a−1 (2σ ) is realistic. However, this un-
certainty is still large considering that it amounts to almost
∼ 20 % of the magnitude.

4.3.4 FAC estimate in context of its uncertainty

We apply the FAC uncertainty information which assumes
that differences between RACMO2.3p2 and MARv3.11
SMB products represent the true modelling error and can
be used to characterize the SMB uncertainty. If we apply
this empirical uncertainty information, this leads to unphys-
ical GIA artefacts. In addition to ignoring correlations, we
constrain the characterization of uncorrelated FAC errors.
We presume that the empirical FAC uncertainty informa-
tion is not fully sufficient to account for the true but un-
known FAC error. MARv3.10 SMB especially shows a strik-
ing difference from the ensemble mean SMB in the (leeward
of the) Transantarctic Mountain region (Fig. 6f; Mottram
et al., 2021), where we found unphysical GIA in prelimi-
nary results. As we use differences between RACMO2.3p2
and MARv3.11 SMB products to characterize the FAC un-
certainty, this ends up in a large empirical uncertainty as-
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sumption here. In turn, the uncertainty assumption in this
region allows unrealistic liberty within the inversion frame-
work to explain the data. In fact, we presume that the spatial
pattern of the differences (Fig. 6f; Mottram et al., 2021) prop-
agates to the GIA estimate presented here. For this reason, we
constrain the mean rate ensemble from which we derive the
FAC uncertainty as described in Sect. 2.2. Future studies may
show the degree of improvement of FAC changes that can be
achieved if a more sophisticated uncertainty characterization
of FAC is available (Kappelsberger et al., 2023). Systematic
SMB modelling errors, however, only explain part of the un-
physical GIA effects of the preliminary results, as these also
occur if the error covariance information of the other data
sets is incorporated.

4.4 Outlook

If there is no improved error covariance information avail-
able, the spatial error patterns in the results could also be
damped, for example, by applying Gaussian smoothing to
the input data (instead of applying a regularization). This
may lead to IMC results comparable to usual gravimetric
mass balances (Groh and Horwath, 2021) but would, how-
ever, smooth the entire result. An alternative strategy may
be to adjust the regularization depending on the region, e.g.
by implementing a stronger regularization of the GIA ef-
fects within East Antarctica where they are presumably small
(Whitehouse et al., 2019). This needs to be justified based
on additional information. Likewise a GIA parametrization,
which is more oriented towards forward modelling results,
may be used, but it has been the very intention here to make
the estimation independent from possible GIA modelling er-
rors.

The implementation of an extended IMC parametrization
could further optimize the inversion result. A parametrization
that allows for fine spatial resolution would only be desirable
where it is justified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
input data. The spatial resolution given by the parametriza-
tion may be fine where the SNR is large and coarse where the
SNR is small. Further, fine spatial resolution is only needed
where mass change processes occur on small spatial scales,
i.e. in particular the ice sheet margin. The IMC estimate
(Fig. 2b) indicates that the inversion is good at spatially sep-
arating large IMC amplitudes, e.g. at the ice sheet margin
where ice dynamic flow changes govern IMC. This is proba-
bly not necessary in the East Antarctic interior, where small-
scale IMC changes are less likely to be relevant. Such an
adapted IMC parametrization could help to reduce the pre-
sumed error patterns in East Antarctica (Fig. S12e), which
are currently erroneously assigned to a GIA effect in the in-
version (Sect. 4.3).

We expect a significant quality improvement of satellite-
altimetry-derived surface elevation changes with new re-
tracking methods in the case of radar altimetry (Helm et al.,
2023) and with the growing availability over time of laser
altimetry products from the ICESat-2 mission. In terms
of mean rates, the quality of the results in general will
grow by investigating longer time periods. For instance, it
is expected that the enhanced data products will facilitate
the observation-based assessment of the GIA effect on the
Antarctic Peninsula, which was not achieved in this study.

In a next step, the approach used here could be extended
so that IMC changes can be resolved in time and not just as
mean rates over defined time periods. According to the input
data set availability, monthly IMC and FAC changes may be
estimated. This requires characterizing uncertainties on the
same temporal scales.

Moreover, the applied methodology is designed to serve
as a complement to the global inversion of all sea level con-
tributions (Rietbroek et al., 2016; Uebbing et al., 2019) and
may allow us to resolve issues while co-estimating the GIA
component.

5 Conclusions

We demonstrated the successful application of a joint global
inversion approach with a focus on Antarctica. It com-
bines the advantages of data sets derived from GRACE and
GRACE-FO, CryoSat-2, and regional climate and firn mod-
elling. We claim that the results presented have the follow-
ing advantages over previous studies: the estimation pro-
cedure preserves global consistency in its representation of
mass changes, because a global framework can avoid re-
gional constraints as implemented in previous inverse GIA
investigations. The inversion enables us to spatially resolve
GIA effects in Antarctica largely detached from GIA for-
ward modelling constraints. In addition, it enables us to de-
termine high-resolution (50 km) IMC. FAC changes are im-
plemented in the parameter estimation procedure instead of
taking them into account deterministically only. Lastly, the
estimation procedure uses a weighting based on realistic in-
put data uncertainties and thus also allows sound uncertainty
estimates of the results.

We estimate the following Antarctic-wide integrated val-
ues over the 10-year time interval from January 2011 un-
til December 2020: a present-day GIA mass change effect
of 86± 21 Gt a−1, AIS IMC of −144± 27 Gt a−1, and vol-
ume change of FAC of 13± 18 km3 a−1. IMC and FAC inte-
grals include peripheral glaciers. The GIA integral includes
a 400 km offshore buffer zone. From the comparison with
other published AIS IMC and GIA results, from the compari-
son with independent GNSS observations, and from sensitiv-
ity tests, we conclude that the presented results are sound and
that the provided accuracy is reliable. We found better agree-
ment of the GIA results from the preferred inversion solution
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with independent GNSS observations than GIA results from
other inversion studies that even incorporate GNSS observa-
tions in their estimation procedure.

Willen et al. (2022) and this study demonstrated the rele-
vance of having profound knowledge on error covariances of
the input data sets available. So far, we were not able to com-
pletely eliminate spatial error patterns in the results which
propagate from the input data. Moreover, we can attribute er-
ror sources only to some extent.

We see potential for improvement of the approach applied
here by advancing the global hydrology parametrization, in-
cluding improved error covariance information, and further
developing the IMC and GIA parametrization.

Data availability. GRACE and GRACE-FO monthly gravitational
fields can be obtained via https://doi.org/10.5880/ICGEM.2018.003
(Mayer-Gürr et al., 2018).

CryoSat-2 data can be obtained from https://earth.esa.int/
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2022).
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